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Method to Analyze Information Leakage 
Malware using SSL Communication in Android 

Platform

Gilsu Cho1 Sangwho Kim1 Jaecheol Ryou1*

ABSTRACT

Widely used around the world, smartphones contain many features and can store content such as contacts, photos, and videos. 

Information that can be leaked in proportion to the information that the smartphone can store has also been increased. In recent 

years, accidents such as personal information leakage have occurred frequently. Personal information leakage is happening in the 

Android environment, which accounts for more than half of the smartphone operating system market share. Analyzing malicious apps 

that leak information can tell you how to prevent information leakage. Malicious apps that leak information will send 

importantinformation to the hacker's (C & C) server, which will use network communication. Malicious apps that are emerging 

nowadays encrypt and transmit important information through SSL communication. In this case, it is difficult to knowwhat kind of 

information is exposed to network. Therefore, we suggest a method to analyze malicious apps when leak important information through 

SSL communication. In this paper, we identify the way malicious apps leak information. And we propose a method for analyzing 

information leaked by SSL communication. Data before encryption was confirmed in the device through SSL hooking and SSL Strip 

method.

☞ keyword : Android, Information leakage, network packet monitoring, SSL, malware

1. Introduction

Widely used throughout the world, smartphones are 

portable and lightweight, offering basic features such as 

phone and messaging, web surfing, and camera. Inside the 

smart phone, various kinds of data related to these services 

are stored. Especially, important information such as 

schedule and account information is stored in the 

smartphone, and the damage is great when information is 

leaked.

Analyzing malicious apps that leak information can tell 

you how to prevent information leakage. There are static and 

dynamic methods for analyzing malicious apps. The static 
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analysis method is to analyze the source code of the 

malicious application, and the dynamic analysis refers to the 

method of checking the memory or confirming the packet 

while driving the malicious application in the device. 

Malicious apps that leak information will send important 

information to the server (C & C) of the hacker, which will 

use the network communication. In other words, when 

malicious apps are running, you can better understand what 

information is being leaked by looking at network 

communication. However, there is a case where malicious 

apps appearing recently are encrypted by transmitting 

important information through SSL communication. In this 

case, it is difficult to know what kind of information is 

exposed by network communication. Therefore, we suggest a 

method to analyze malicious apps when malicious apps leak 

important information through SSL communication.

The composition of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2 

introduces related research, and Chapter 3 analyzes 

information leak pattern of Android malicious apps. Chapter 

4 proposes a method for analyzing malicious apps when they 

communicate with SSL, and evaluates the method presented 

in Chapter 5. Finally, we conclude in Chapter 6.
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2. Related work

There is article in the Android that want to detect 

malicious apps through the network[1]. In this paper, make 

important information such as imei on network packets 

through regular expressions. And filter the data to be 

transmitted in GET or POST method innetwork communi-

cation. This method can detect information leaks that are not 

encrypted or encoded. However, if a malicious application 

leaks information in the same way as encoding or encryption, 

the method presented in the paper can not detect information 

leakage.

3. Malicious app information 

leak pattern

When analyzing malicious apps that leak important 

information into the device, it canbe confirmed that there are 

three patterns of leakage of important information. The first 

is information leakage through plain text communication, the 

second is information leakage through encoding, and the 

third is information leakage through encrypted communi-

cation using SSL. In each case, we identified how to analyze 

malicious apps.

3.1 Information leakage through plaintext 

(Figure 1) is a packet when a malicious app runs. When 

analyzing the packet, we can confirm that the contact 

information is transmitted through the http plaintext 

(Figure 1) Communication through plain text

communication. In this case, you can check the C & C server 

and important information.

3.2 Information leakage through encoding

Malicious apps may also encode important information 

when it is leaked (Figure 2). When the encoded data is 

decoded, the imei value of the corresponding device can be 

confirmed. In this case, unlike plain text communication, it 

is difficult to immediately check which information has been 

leaked. However, if it is known how to encode it, it is easy 

to obtain data through decoding.

(Figure 2) Communication through encoding

3.3 Information leakage through encryption

(Figure 3) is a packet when a malicious app that transmits 

important information encrypted with SSL is activated. In 

this case, since it is encrypted, it is difficult to confirm what 

kind of information is actually leaked by only the network 

packet. Therefore, it is necessary to find out how to confirm 

such encrypted information.

(Figure 3) Communication through encryption

4. Method to analyze malicious 

apps using SSL

SSL (Secure Socket Layer) is a protocol designed to 
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prevent eavesdropping, interference and forgery while 

communicating between client and server network. Therefore, 

even if you capture a packet over a network communication, 

you does not know what contents are communicated.Such 

SSL is widely used in browsers and various applications. The 

SSL protocol has the advantage of being secure from 

eavesdropping, interfering, and counterfeiting. However, if a 

hacker exploits this point and uses SSL protocol to leak 

important information to the network, there is a problem that 

is difficult to detect in the firewall or the control system 

through the network.

In fact, according to an analysis of malicious apps using 

SSL communication in trendmicro in 2014[2], the certificate 

that malicious apps use to use SSL communication is not a 

private certificate, but use public services include email, the 

cloud, and social networks. Because these public services are 

basically SSL communication, malicious apps use a method 

of transmitting important information to these services. 

ANDROID_GMUSE.HNT, one of the malicious apps that 

useGoogle gmail service. It hard-code the gmail account and 

password in the app, and send the important information 

encrypted by SSL communication to the hacker's Google 

mail as shown in (Figure 4).

If the important information is transmitted in this manner, 

it is highly likely that the packet is analyzed on the network 

and it is confirmed as a normal mail transmission, and the 

content of the data is not known.

(Figure 4) ADNROID_GMUSE.HNT

4.1 SSL hooking

Hooking is one of the methods used to identify data 

encrypted with SSL. Hooking is a term of software 

engineering that refers to commands, methods, and 

techniques that interchange or intercept function calls, 

messages, and events that occur between software 

components in various computer programs, such as operating 

systems or application software. Hooking can be used in an 

attack in the same way as hook the input value of the 

keyboard to leak out the user's password or to extract 

important information from the memory. However, if you use 

these hooks well, you can figure out what information is 

being leaked by an application that uses SSL to encrypt 

information. In order to hook in Android, Android rooting is 

basically necessary. Android does not provide users with a 

root privilege, which is basically the highest privilege. It is 

said that the user arbitrarily changes the device to obtain the 

root privilege. Hooking requires rooting because it requires 

privileges that can not be overridden, such as modifying 

values n memory or modifying files. 

In order to hook in Android, I analyzed open source tools 

that are applicable to older Android devices [4]. Hooking in 

the toolattaches to a specific process and loads a library into 

the process memory. Then, when the function to be hooked 

is called, the function of the library loaded in the memory 

is called, and then hooking is performed in a form that calls 

a normal function again. In this way, you can check the 

plaintext data by hooking the ssl_write function in the gmail 

process in nexus, 4 4.2 (Figure 5).

(Figure 5) Hooking, nexsus, 4.4.2

 However, there is a disadvantage that the tool can only 

hook a specific function ina specific process, and since it has 

an assembly language and is implemented as an arm32 

assembly, it is not applicable to arm64 devices. But the 
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selinux[5] security policy started from Android 4.3 and 

completely applied to 5.0 does not allow you to excute the 

library loaded in memory or write a log  file using the 

corresponding tool on the Android 6.0.1 device (Figure 6). 

(Figure 6) actions denied by selinux

Due to the selinux security policy, it is hard to use 

hooking by load and run the library in memory. One of the 

other ways to hook in Android is to add a function to output 

the log to SSL_write function of libssl.so, a library that 

controls SSL communication. If you use this method, you are 

not restricted by selinux because you have added log output 

function which is allowed in untrusted_app which is the 

selinux context that user app has. And you do not have to 

worry about architectures like arm32 and arm64 because you 

only need to get libssl.so file after compiling the source code 

of the desired device.

Infact, I have been working on replacing the libssl.so file 

on my Android nexus 6p, 6.0.1 device. To replace the 

libssl.so file, you need device rooting as mentioned above. 

After rooting, you have to download the asop firmware for 

the test device. For Nexus models, the firmware is available 

on the Android homepage. For the test model, download 

firmware with the name of android_6.0.1_r62. After 

downloading the firmware, you need to find the source code 

for the libssl.so library in the firmware. The code for the test 

device was in the "external/ boringssl/src/ssl" path, and the 

SSL_write function to be hooked is in ssl_lib.c. After that, 

log the output of the SSL_write function of the function to 

the log before the SSL encryption, as shown in (Figure 7), 

and add the code to send it to the socket. To use the log 

output function, you need to change Android.mk file located 

in "external/ borings".

And compile only the libssl.so file with the "make libssl" 

command, and replace the existing libssl.so on the device 

with the modified file. Then, as shown in (Figure 8), it is 

confirmed that the data before encryption is recorded in the 

log, and it can be confirmed that the data is also transmitted 

to the private server. We use socket because the previously 

recorded log is deleted when some amount of data is 

accumulated.

(Figure 7) modified source code

(Figure 8) Hooking, nexsus, 6.0.1

4.2 SSL Strip

 SSL Strip method exists as another method of verifying 

data encrypted with SSL. Unlike hooking, this method has 

the advantage that it does not need root privilege. This 

method is basically based on the Man In The Middle 

(MITM) attack. To do the SSL Strip in the Android device, 

use the method shown in (Figure 9). Install a virtual private 

network (VPN) inside Android deviceand use it as a proxy 

server, and configure the server and client communication 

through a proxy server. Then, after installing a private 

certificate on the device, communication between the server 

and the proxy server takes place with the server's certificate, 

and communication between the proxy server and the client 

proceeds with the private certificate. 
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There is an app called "Packet Capture" exists in the 

Android Play Store. The app has implemented the same 

method as above, and the user can use it by installing the 

certificate and vpn. With this app (Figure 10), you can check 

the SSL communication of a specific process in plain text 

form in real time. You can also save the file as a pcap file. 

Using this tool, you can see what data is dynamically 

flowing when you analyze malicious apps.

(Figure 9) SSL strip using VPN

(Figure 10) SSL Strip, nexus, 6.0.1

5. Evaluation

We can monitor the communication with SSL through the 

two methods presented in this paper. SSL hooking has the 

disadvantage of requiring rooting, but it can log all SSL 

communications used by the device. SSL Strips have the 

advantage that no rooting is required, but there is a 

disadvantage that only SSL communications used by certain 

processes can be logged. We tried to test our method to 

malicious app. But we cannot find malicous app file that use 

SSL communication,if one app use SSL communication, the 

certificate of public accounts such as gmail or cloud service, 

the certificate is expired. So, we made and tested arbitrary 

malicious apps. As a result of testing using two methods 

presented in this paper for malicious apps that leak imei 

information through SSL communication, we could confirm 

the data before encryption. 

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we identify the way malicious apps leak 

information and summarize the methods that can be analyzed 

when information is leaked by encrypted communication. 

There are three types of malicious apps that leak information. 

In the case of plain text communication and encoding 

communication, it is also possible to identify what 

information is leaked by capturing packets on the network. 

However, there is a malicious app that encrypts information 

by SSL and leak information. In the case of such a malicious 

app, there is a disadvantage that it is difficult to know what 

kind of information is leaked only by packet capture.

The two methods presented in this paper can monitor the 

SSL communication used by the device. From the viewpoint 

of network control, it is very important to confirm SSL 

communication, so the method presented in this paper can be 

utilized. As a future plan, we will develop a module to 

control malicious app on actual network using the method 

presented in this paper.
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